Figure 5-397.627(B)
Waterproof Expansion Device (With Type S Barrier)

Approved, and signed, August 24, 2016. Last date revised: February 22, 2018

**Revised 02-22-2018**
At BARRIER ELEVATION:
- Changed the note pointing to the slotted hole by removing the word “DIA.” from the dimensions describing the long slotted hole.

At DETAIL “A”:
- Added a dimension and leader line with note “Embed Threads ¾” showing the depth of the bolt into the coupling nut.

**Revised 01-05-2017**
At SECTION B-B:
- Added Designer note: “On joint replacement projects omit elevations”
- Changed all the X’s to underbars for the elevation and abutment “fill in” locations.

**Approved, and signed, August 24, 2016**
NEW STANDARD